RELIGION COURSE OFFERINGS

Spring 2023

REL 135g Chinese Religions and Culture: War Deities, Warrior Goddesses, and Martial Arts
Jessica Zu  Fulfills Cat B Humanistic Inquiry

REL 141g Global Religions in Los Angeles
Varun Soni  Fulfills Cat B Humanistic Inquiry

REL 146gp Spirituality in America
Arjun Nair  Fulfills Cat H Traditions & Historical Foundations

REL 147g Religion, Media and Popular Culture
Diane Winston  Fulfills Cat B Humanistic Inquiry

REL 334g Religion and Colonial Encounter
Kelsey Moss  Fulfills Cat B Humanistic Inquiry

REL 338 Mysticism and Religious Desire
David Albertson

REL 341 Technology, Culture, and Ethics
Sheila Briggs

REL 342g Buddhist Modernism
Jessica Zu  Fulfills Cat B Humanistic Inquiry

Where better to study religion than in the City of Angels!

Contact us  @ religion@usc.edu